ABSTRACT The traditional infrastructure in power system is undergoing a transition to the Smart Grid, in which the communication network and power grid will be integrated into a cyber-physical power system (CPPS). Although the traditional topological analysis reveals the mechanism of cascading failure between two networks, it ignores the control redundancy and standby lines from communication network to power grid. The robustness analysis in CPPS requires a more comprehensive model to analyze failure behavior in reality. Here, we propose a cascading failure model with one-to-multiple interdependency and a relevant theoretical framework to analyze CPPS cascading failure. In consideration of real CPPS, in the proposed model we introduce two robustness factors, the number of dependent links and control threshold, which can better describe the control function from communication nodes to power nodes. The remaining fraction under different initial attacking on high voltage transmission network, small world network, double star network, and the different topological combination of CPPS are analyzed. The results show that the proposed model and robustness factors can better reveal the robustness and the mechanism of two networks in cascading failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development of communication and control technology, the traditional power grid is undergoing a change from a single power grid to an extremely large and complex multi-network coupled system (cyber-physical power system, CPPS) which composed of the traditional power grid and communication network [1] - [3] , [33] - [35] . As a consequence, an initial disturbance or failure in power grid or communication network could trigger cascade failure, such as the 2003 North American blackout [4] , the Italy blackout [5] and the 2004 Rome blackout [6] . Therefore, it is of much significance to analyze the mechanism of cascading failure in the cyber-physical system.
Traditional power flow methods are expanded to analyze the physical side of intra cascading failure. However, power flow calculation is more adopted in the preconceived power system accident analysis under N -1 contingencies. When it is carried out in the fast circulating state, the complexity is more difficult to handle. Although DC power flow methods is powerful for its balance between model complexity and system behavior approximation, compared to the AC flow models [7] - [10] , the computing scenes number of cascading fault analysis still increases exponentially with the increase of nodes number. There are some models based on the whole system characteristic, such as the OPA (optimal power flow) model [11] , CASCADE model [12] , influence graph model [31] , [32] and node dynamic model [13] .
These methods have been studied intensively for some years, but research still focus on the single, non-interacting power grid. Whether these methods could be extended to the CPPS is still studied rarely.
The model of interdependent networks based on the complex networks theory develops a view of understanding cascading failures between the interdependent networks. Studies based on percolation theory show that the cascading failure transition in the one-to-one interdependent networks is first-order phenomena, while in isolated power networks, the cascading failure transition is second-order phenomena [14] - [16] . Then, different interface strategies such as random interface strategy, degree-to-betweenness interface strategy and topological centrality interface strategy are simulated. It shows that the more inter-similar between the two networks are, the more robustness of the network to cascading failures is [17] . The previous studies mostly are based on the one-to-one interdependent networks, that is, the number of nodes in the power network is equal to the cyber network, and one power node is only dependent on one cyber node. A theoretical framework for understanding the robustness of interdependent networks with a random number of support and dependence relationship was provided [18] , which extends previous works on coupled networks from one-to-one support-dependence relation to multiple support-dependence relation. Reference [19] has observed that the interdependency between power grid and communication network is one to multiple. However, even after considering the multicorrespondence relationship, the coupling between the power system and the communication network is more complicated than the coupling between the two simple topologies. One important reason is that standby control lines exist in cyberphysical power system, and the communication node controls power node with some redundancy. There is little research on the relationship between this redundancy and system robustness.
In this paper, we consider the more practical control situation. The cascading failure characteristic of whole interdependent system between actual power system and double star communication network are analyzed using interdependency theory and percolation theory. In the view of the fact that control standby lines exist, each node is considered to have control margin, they need the support of a minimum number of control supply nodes to remain function. For complex network structure of power system, the coupling relationship between communication network and power grid affects the robustness of whole system. Specially, the relationship between critical point and interdependent links are analyzed. On the other hand, the robustness is also influenced by the varying of control threshold. Therefore, a mathematical model of cascading failure considering two different situations, the varying of control threshold and the varying of interdependent number, are analyzed respectively.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, the special framework of future CPPS and extended model of cascading failure are presented in Section II. Then, a measure called critical point is described in Section III. Simulations and a variety of results for different topological networks are shown in Section IV. The conclusion and future work are provided in Section V.
II. MODELING THE CASCADING FAILURE IN CPPS WITH CONTROL THRESHOLD

A. CASCADING FAILURE WITH ONE-TO-MULTIPLE INTERDEPENDENCY
The explicit modules of CPPS are shown as Fig. 1 [1] , [21] , [25] . In the view of complex networks, the nodes coupling is the simplicity of realistic system. There are two types of links in interdependent networks, connectivity link and interdependent link. Connectivity link represents the intra-interdependency of each network. The function of the nodes in both networks is maintained by connectivity link w [22] , [23] . For the CPPS, connectivity link represents the transmission line in the power grid or the communication line in the cyber network, and the interdependent link realizes the exchange of energy or information between power grid and cyber network. Generally, both power grid and cyber network can be expressed as unweighted undirected graphs G and C, where G represents power grid and C represents communication
. . v NC } are the sets of each intranetwork description respectively, E = {e ij } is the set of network connectivity links. In addition, the interdependent effects of power stations and information stations are established as set E I , E I = {E C−G , E G−C }, where E C−G expresses the matrix of interdependent links that cyber layer depends on Most of the research results of interdependent networks are based on the coupling ruler of one-to-one correspondence, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . While in the realistic situation, there are multiple dependent links between electric power stations and communication stations. An electric power station can provide power for multiple information stations, and at the same time, an information station controls multiple power stations [24] .
In the proposed model, each power node supplies the energy for each communication node, while each communication node controls multiple power node. The propagating process of initial attack is different between one control interdependency ( Fig. 2(a) ) and multiple control interdependency. The green nodes and brown nodes represent power nodes and communication nodes respectively. In one to one model ( Fig. 2(a) ), the power supply link goes from one green node and to one brown, controlling supply link is opposite with red dotted lines. Hence, the number of nodes in cyber layer is equal to that in power grid. And the number of power supply-demand interdependent links is equal to the number of nodes in power grid. The number of controlling supply-demand links is two times larger than that in one-to-one model. In general, communication node will fail when it isn't connected with the power node and the same as power node. The cascading failure with initial attack in Fig. 2(a) propagates in the process of G1-C1-G2-C2-G7-C3-G6-C4, ending up in C4 because of the C4 control power node G1. While in Fig. 2(b) , system has some difference from C1 to G2. Although supply control from C2 to G2 is fault, the standby link C2-G2 functionally works and supplies the necessary control. The number of interdependent links is no longer only 1. Hence the failure nodes are just G1 and C1.
B. CASCADING FAILURE WITH CONTROL THRESHOLD
Applying the one-to-multiple model to CPPS, the control threshold is considered. Industrial protocol such as IEEE 61850 and DNP3 have been proposed to standardize communication between control manage center and substation. New standard of PMU and PLC will also be established. The link cables are redundant because some of multiple modular achieve same function. The corresponding relationship of cyber layer and power grid is not must be so strict that VOLUME 6, 2018 interdependent links can't break. SCADA system usually has standby communication lines for emergency control. Generally, the number of interdependent links from cyber layer to power grid has a certain redundancy in order to ensure the reliability of power supply system.
Both power grid and communication network are considered with N nodes respectively in real system. The initial failure nodes is 1-p fraction nodes, (1-p)N . Each node i in power grid has c i control supply nodes from cyber layer. This node of power grid remains its function if the number of its functional supply nodes in the cyber layer remains greater or equal to its supply threshold c * i ≤ c i . The supply threshold is predefined as assumed for each node in power grid. In some case, some nodes in power grid are must controlled by multiple communication nodes such as multiple wide-area control. The control threshold represents the power nodes minimal necessary interdependent links from cyber layer.
Two conditions should be satisfied if a node in power grid works functionally.
1) The node belongs to the giant component in its own network.
2) There are at lease c * i control supply interdependent links of that node, where these links come from other functionally nodes in the cyber layer.
So the cascading failure model build firstly is that a random fraction 1-p of the nodes in power grid are attacked, then we calculate the giant component of power grid, then the failure judgment transfers to cyber layer. The cascading failure is divided into several steps. In the k step, we firstly judge the power grid
where n k G−C(i) is the number of real time interdependent links of node i in power grid supplied from cyber layer in failure process. That is, one power station is easier to break than they used to be when c * i > 1, since it needs control supply from more control stations. While the communication nodes in this paper is set to be supplied by single power station. Then the cyber layer is judged by
Each node i in cyber layer has n kC−G(i) power supply nodes in the power grid that connected to node i by supply links.
III. ROBUSTNESS EVALUATION OF CPPS IN CASCADING FAILURE
The characteristic of cascading failure in two coupling networks are different from the second-order phase transition in single intra network. It is first-order phase transition [14] . At the ending of cascading failure, the probability of randomly selected node belonging to the giant component is µ.
We analyze the dynamic of cascading failure using percolation theory in this section. The power grid G and cyber layer C have the degree distribution P G (k) and P C (k), when 1-p of power nodes are randomly attacked, the exacerbation factor of power grid is
where f G ∞ is the probability that satisfied the transcendental equation
And the communication network has the same form. The generating function of the degree distribution is G G 0 (x) = k P G (k)x k .Analogous, the generating function of excess degree distribution is [27] . For simplicity, we assume that function p s (j, c) is a probability that a node with c supply links works functionally if j of its c supply nodes in the cyber layer work functionally, then a cumulative probability distribution of power grid is calculated
where P(|) is the conditional probability. The cumulative probability distribution of communication network is the same. From conventional homogeneous k-core percolation [20] , [38] - [40] , we introduce the function H sG (x),
where H sG (x) and L sG (x) are the k-core generating functions of degree distribution and excess degree distribution of supply links in power grid. The cumulative distribution of threshold in power grid is finally simplified to
And that in cyber layer are
The cumulative distribution of threshold in communication network is given by
We analyze the percolation step of failure propagation between power grid and communication network. In stage 1, after remove 1-p fraction of nodes, the surviving fraction of power grid is determined by condition (1). It can be expressed in the closed-form expression
The probability of that random interdependent links are correspond to functionally work nodes in power grid is
In stage 1 it equals to the fraction of surviving power nodes. Then the remaining fraction of communication network is considered. The initial failure nodes in communication network caused by broke interdependent links is
The surviving fraction of communication network is
However, when the failure is re-propagated from communication network to power grid, it no longer simply follows the probability relationship of the probability µ C,1 , so f G,2 = µ C,1 . Because of the control margin, the situation that all the power nodes corresponding to the failed control links can't work no longer exists.
Therefore, we must first analyze the failure probability of interdependent links from communication network to power grid in stage 2. If one interdependent link corresponds to node i in power grid and node j in communication network, then the probability of its surviving depends on how many other links (belong to node i or j) survive. Then f G,2 should multiply the generating function of excess degree distribution L sC .
The f G,2 is calculated and then the probability of unfunctionally working power nodes caused by the out-of-order interdependent links can be calculated, just using generating function of degree distribution H sG (), which is similar to stage 1.
Then the size of finite components in power grid caused by its intra-dependency is
In same way, the recursion relations for the stages n > 1 are
where
The fractions of functional nodes at stage n in the cascade failure are
We have the obtained equation in terms of f G at the steady state
Graph solution is used to find the critical point p c , which should satisfy
The Eqs. (26) and (28) can be used to calculated the critical point p c . The mechanism of cascading failure in section II can be analyzed through above formula. We measured the relationship between probability µ and initial remaining ratio p of nodes after attacked, shown as p − µ curve. Although the size of smart grid is not as large as complex network, this curve is still effective in the aspect of cascading failure. In the curve, µ changes obviously. When p < p c , µ is approximately 0, and p > p c µ > 0. Obviously, the critical point p c is an index of the system robustness in cascading failure. The smaller critical point is, the more initial attacking ratio needs for whole system collapse [20] .
IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
A. BENCHMARK POWEWR SYSTEM
Our tested power grid is taken from the High Voltage (HV) transmission system in Hunan Province, China, which has 241 nodes and edges. The details are described in Table 1 . This network is one typical small world network. It satisfied (30) where C random is the Clustering Coefficient in random network with the same nodes of the HV transmission system. L random is the Characteristic Path Length in random network with the same nodes of the HV transmission system [28] , [29] . For a general situation to reflect power grid, we used the small world with 2000 nodes to simulation. The details are shown as Table 1 . N and M are the numbers of nodes and edges. < k > is the average degree of the network.
B. BENCHMARK COMMUNICATION NETWORK
To compare the influence of communication network topology on the cascading failure of CPPS, two topologies of communication network is simulated. The SW network in communication network has the same topology as the power grid. While the Double Star(DS) communication networks are the scale-free networks, whose degree distribution follows a power law, P C (k) ∝ k −γ , where P(k) is the probability that the degree of a node is k, γ is power law exponent. The details are shown as Table 2 . 
C. SIMULATION STEPS
When new failure occurs in the power grid, the intra dependency would be disrupted, and some power grid nodes need to be removed. Then the failure spread through interdependent links. The similar process occurs in communication networks. The interdependency from communication network to power grid makes the failure spread to power grid again. Specifically, the following simulating steps are performed.
Step 1: Generate random failure nodes in power grid. In each simulation, we vary the size of the initiating attacking proportion, 1-p, which the number of power nodes in the initial random failure is (1-p) × N .
Step 2: Calculate the remaining nodes in power grid. Because the nodes fault cause related links to break, the intradependencies work unfunctionally and the failure in power grid spreads. The remaining nodes after the intra failure are calculated according intra-dependent links.
Step 3: Judge whether the number of remaining nodes in DS communication network has the lower critical point 0.20. Obviously, in this model, the communication network is more robust to random failures than power grid.
Then the problem is which model is more resilience for power grid to random attacks? As shown in Fig. 4 , the critical point p c of power grid in SW-SW model is always larger than that in SW-DS model. The topology of communication network influences the critical point of whole systems in cascading failure. The double star network has more resilience for the whole system. The DS communication networks is a scale-free one and the operation centers which control power nodes and exchange information with other communication devices are some autonomous nodes [36] , [37] . Thus, the double-star structure dispatching data network for the power system is better in case of random attacks. 
E. CSACADING FAILURE WITH CONTROL THRESHOLD
In addition, Fig. 7 reflects the results when the control threshold is considered. Similar observation as the number of interdependent links can be found, the system robustness increases with the decrease of control threshold c * sG . However, the specific influence of the system robustness depends both on interdependency and control threshold. The control threshold subtracts from interdependent links number n-c * sG is the redundant value of lines. As shown in Table 3 , although redundant values are same, different control thresholds and different interdependent links numbers still make different robustness to cascading failure.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce a model of cyber-physical system in cascading failure. By introducing the control threshold, the cascading failure model with the existence of redundancy and standby lines in control supply is developed. With the one-tomultiple interdependent relationship, the critical point based on percolation theory is measured to evaluate the robustness of CPPS. The topology simulator of HV transmission network with 241 nodes and 371 edges is implemented in Python. For further enhancing the application of the model in general power grid, we also analyze a SW network with 2000 nodes. For communication network, SW network and DS network are compared to find the robustness influence on topology, interdependent link and control threshold.
The simulation extends the robustness factors in cascading failure of CPPS. The control threshold presented in this paper can reflect the coupling strength from communication network to power grid. Both increasing the number of interdependent links and decreasing the control threshold have the saturation to enhance the robustness of CPPS. And as a common topology in communication network, we verify the DS communication network's effectiveness in resisting cascading failure both for the intra network and the whole system.
For the future work, we aware the mechanism in intra cascading failure in power grid is more complex than the intradependency. The development of power flow analysis [30] in intra cascading failure can extend the utilization of our approach with control threshold.
